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Media Review Services





Media review has become a standard practice in advanced countries, serving as the main source of information about the 
performance of media and their commitment to social responsibility. This has had a profound effect on the development of 
mechanisms to protect enterprises from the adverse effects of the media; as media review reports have prompted enterprises 
to adopt programs to shield themselves from the undesirable influences of the media.
The process of media review is an integral part of the tools for enterprise success; hence, «Smart Ideas Media Services» provides 
comprehensive media review and analysis services, aiming to assist enterprises in analyzing media content and preparing 
specialized reports on review operations.
At «Smart Ideas Media Services», we analyse the media environment and evaluate events with professionalism. We provide 
media consulting based on expertise and analysis, proactively review significant media events within business contexts, and 
conduct continuous surveys of the media environment and its influences.
On the other hand, we conduct in-depth studies of competitors’ activities and provide media consulting based on the competitive 
environment. We offer advice and recommendations founded on a comprehensive database, excel in market analysis, and 
deliver the best media advice.
«Smart Ideas» contributes to identifying market trends and predicting future directions. We track, analyse, evaluate, and extract 
comprehensive information using professional tools and expertise. We observe competitive market indicators and the varying 
degrees of influencing factors, and we excel in tracking, analysing, and measuring the effects of economic changes.
On the other hand, we prepare highly influential professional media recommendations and specialise in providing comprehensive 
media services in a volatile economic environment. We measure the rates of competitive fluctuation in the market and analyse 
the dimensions of change.

Introduction





The importance of media reviewing

Media play a crucial role in the success of enterprises, organisations, and various brands 
across different fields and levels. Both traditional media and social media can positively or 
negatively impact the reputation of enterprises and organisations. Media are essential in 
shaping public opinion among the target audience and market participants of any enterprise, 
company, or organisation. Various media channels, including newspapers, magazines, 
broadcast media, and online news sites, act as guardians, responsible for selecting the most 
effective and influencial media content regarding a brand for its target public. 
The role of media is not limited to raising awareness about the brand and generating 
interest among the public, but it also contributes to improving the image and position of the 
company or enterprise in the markets in which it operates.
 With the ease of access to information related to the activities of companies and enterprises, 
the media serves as a reliable external channel and a trusted supporter of the brand. It 
contributes to garnering public approval and support through positive and effective media 
coverage of the brand, enhancing its credibility with the public.



«Smart Ideas» company possesses exceptional capabilities to assist you in dealing with the 
media, which has become one of the most powerful marketing tools in the modern age. We 
can provide the necessary support to enhance the mutual relations between your enterprise 
and the media, transforming it into an effective tool to reach the largest possible audience. 
Our extensive expertise in media relations contributes to creating an ideal environment for 
establishing strong and lasting strategic partnerships with the media. This enables you to 
gain a better understanding of how to effectively communicate with journalists and media 
professionals at both regional and international levels.

«Smart Ideas» works towards providing outstanding services including insightful media 
reviewing and enhancing the enterprise’s image in the media by delivering facts, knowledge, 
and ideas to various audiences through multiple methods.



Additionally, «Smart Ideas» strives to be the preferred choice for those seeking to convey 
their voice to others. This is achieved through a distinguished network of long-standing 
relationships with prominent media entities and journalists, ensuring appropriate and 
consistent media appearances for our clients, covering news and achievements in a 
manner that reflects their true image and positive reputation. This journalistic approach 
enhances the credibility of media coverage for businesses.





Media Review Service

Media reviewing is a specialized service aimed at tracking, observing, and analyzing everything 
published in various media channels about the company and its competitors. This is achieved 
by providing accurate and comprehensive reports on events and developments, whether they 
are economic, social, cultural, technological, or otherwise.
At «Smart Ideas», we have an in-house team dedicated to reviewing influential media across 
the internet, print, radio, and television. The team provides clients with daily, weekly, and 
monthly media reviewing reports to assess and analyze the company’s position in the market 
compared to competitors and partners. 
The reports include market trends, government relations, and partnerships formed in the field, 
as well as updates on client coverage. We translate analyzed data into actionable insights to 
support our clients in achieving their communication and marketing objectives.
Through providing media reviewing services, «Smart Ideas» contributes to supplying 
organizations with accurate and up-to-date information, assisting market participants in 
making informed decisions based on media analysis and reviewing.





The importance of media monitoring
for enterprises, organizations, and companies

Checking everything published by media and social networks about the enterprise, organization, or clients, and reviewing all 
related media and advertising activities.

Understanding and reviewing the perception of clients in the media and social networks, as well as public opinion trends, 
and interacting with them to enhance the positive, address the negative, and correct any misconceptions, if any, in a way 
that reinforces a positive perception.

Measuring trends in media content and related variables, such as sources, publication volume, its professional value, and 
expected effects.

Daily analysis of media issues concerning clients, identifying strengths and risks to prevent media problems early.

Identifying the extent of media coverage for each file and the related topics.

Providing valuable objective information that supports management in decision-making and strategic planning.

Keeping the management and decision-makers fully informed of media positions regarding each file.

Preparing analytical reports capable of clarifying the degree of changes in publication levels and investigating their causes.

Providing appropriate recommendations to address negatives and improve the brand image.





Primary domains and services of media 
reviewing encompass:

Media reviewing service encompasses various aspects, such as:

Client news reviewing:
The service enables reviewing news concerning clients from various sources. 
«Smart Ideas» collects and categorizes this news by topic to provide a 
comprehensive analytical overview of clients.



Media analysis:
The content of media is analyzed meticulously to extract various trends and opinions. 
This analysis helps in understanding the depth of events and provides detailed 
analytical reports.

Social media reviewing:
In addition to media, «Smart Ideas» also reviews what is published on social media 
platforms and networks. These platforms can be an important source of news about 
clients.



Source Comparison:
The service can compare what media publish about the same event or topic, helping 
«Smart Ideas» analyse the media and verify the accuracy of information.

Report preparation:
Based on the gathered information and analysis, «Smart Ideas» prepares comprehensive 
reports that reflect the media scene and developments related to significant events, 
offering advice to clients on how to engage with the media.





«Smart Ideas» provides media reviewing services for all media channels, including printed 
newspapers, television stations, radio stations, magazines, websites, and social media 
platforms: Such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, LinkedIn, and others. «Smart Ideas» 
utilizes technological tools based on big data and artificial intelligence to provide integrated 
media solutions for your institution and enhance the value of your brand.
«Smart Ideas Media Services» stays constantly informed about the latest developments and 
influential media events. We record and review events and market changes, provide the 
most suitable media options and solutions, and have an integrated media team that tracks, 
covers, analyzes events, develops creative ideas and solutions, and offers effective, influential 
recommendations.



Improving the reviewing and evaluation of information enhances the quality and 
effectiveness of decisions. It also helps identify priorities to focus on urgent, competing 
issues affecting the organization. Reviewing can also lead to identifying good, bad, and 
promising practices.
Media reviewing enhances transparency and accountability by revealing the extent to 
which the organization has achieved its desired objectives. 
On the other hand, media reviewing is an integral part of enterprises’ media success tools, 
as it facilitates understanding the audience by measuring the feedback on its adaptation to 
various activities. Additionally, it provides a solid ground for issues and crisis management. 
Considering the speed at which an issue can escalate into a crisis, media reviewing can 
prevent problems from occurring or provide information that mitigates their effect.



The team of media relations experts at «Smart Ideas» possesses the capability and 
adequate understanding to provide media reviewing services for enterprises and 
organizations. With the assistance of a qualified team, we can collect data, analyze 
media content from various sources such as printed, broadcasted, and online news, 
present the findings to the enterprise, and propose the best strategies for dealing 
with published media content about the enterprise.
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